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With its ever-tightening integration with Adobe's full suite of creative products and its own increasingly sophisticated feature set, InDesign is winning legions of Quark and FrameMaker converts. If you're among themor if you've decided to sidestep those programs altogetheryou need this book. In these pages, the Adobe Creative Team uses a series of project-based lessons to provide a thorough grounding in the InDesign school of page design. You'll find step-by-step lessons in InDesign CS2 fundamentals plus plenty of the advanced tips and techniques you need to take your page designs to the next level. The workbook-style format includes self-paced lessons followed by review questions to reinforce the knowledge and a CD with all of the files required to complete the book's projects. Throughout, special focus is given to the features new to InDesign CS: the new Adobe Bridge file browser; object styles, snippets, smarter text handling, the ability to hide or show layers in Photoshop and PDF files, and much more.

Welcome to Adobe InDesign CS2. InDesign is a powerful design and production tool that offers precision, control, and seamless integration with other Adobe professional graphics software. Using InDesign, you can produce professional-quality, full-color documents on high-volume color printing presses, or print to a wide range of output devices and formats, including desktop printers and high-resolution imaging devices. Also, you can create PDF files, and convert your documents for use on the Internet by exporting layouts to Adobe GoLive or XML.

Writers, artists, designers, and publishers can communicate to a broader audience than ever before and through an unprecedented variety of media. InDesign supports this with its seamless integration with Creative Suite 2 applications: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Acrobat, and Adobe GoLive. The Adobe InDesign CS2 Classroom in a Book introduces and describes new features, workflows, and techniques that support this new wave of publishing.
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Asterisk 1.6Packt Publishing, 2009
Asterisk is a powerful and flexible open source framework for building feature-rich telephony systems. As a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), which connects one or more telephones, and usually connects to one or more telephone lines, Asterisk offers very advanced features, including extension-to-extension calls, queues, line trunking, call...
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The C++ Programming Language (hardcover) (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 2013

	The new C++11 standard allows programmers to express ideas more clearly, simply, and directly, and to write faster, more efficient code. Bjarne Stroustrup, the designer and original implementer of C++, has reorganized, extended, and completely rewritten his definitive reference and tutorial for programmers who want to use...
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Virtual Education: Cases in Learning & Teaching TechnologiesIRM Press, 2003
Early computer researchers sought ways to use the new invention for learning
and teaching purposes. Instructional computing at that time took place on mainframes
in the form of typing and reading text, but serious efforts were made to
further utilize the computer power to serve education. Examples include the Programmed
Logic...
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E-Human Resources Management: Managing Knowledge PeopleIdea Group Publishing, 2004
This book provides a deep discussion about e-HRM issues so the reader can  have a thoughtful background about the key role played by those who  participate in e-HRM activities. A variety of experiences are provided to  involve the reader in real problems an     

       About the Author

    Teresa Torres...
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Neutronic Analysis For Nuclear Reactor SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This expanded new edition develops the theory of nuclear reactors from the fundamentals of fission to the operating characteristics of modern reactors. The first half of the book emphasizes reactor criticality analysis and all of the fundamentals that go into modern calculations. Simplified one group diffusion theory models are...
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JavaScript: Object-Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2017

	It may seem that everything that needs to be written about JavaScript has already

	been written. However, JavaScript is changing rapidly. ECMAScript 6 has the

	potential to transform the language and how we code in it. Node.js has changed

	the way we write servers in JavaScript. Newer ideas such as React and Flux will

	drive the next...
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